TBS PTO
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
April 8, 2020

In attendance: Dawn Zavashlian, Dave Shepard, Erika Evanko, Stephanie Montiminy,
Erin Lamadrid, Kristen Loparco,

Yearbook - we are able to produce a yearbook. They are on track to complete it on time
and they are going to send a document to the students so that the kids can vote for the
cover. They are asking for a few pictures from parents like rehearsal photos from the
musical. Also doing a page for Mr. Phil who retired. We have the option in May to
send them to homes if we need to.
Battle of the books - was underway before we left. Jess Buckle is trying to get it up and
running again for home schooling. Instead of being a group thing, it is going to be for
individuals. Individuals will take tests on the books and then move forward.
Musical - The music director is trying to get a video together from the rehearsals. They
are trying to get a zoom meeting for the kids to be able to do a run through. Dawn is
going to try to reach out to the parents of the kids to see if they would be interested in
participating in something like that. Maybe try to do the play in the fall. Only 8 requests
for refunds so far. If we send out a email about the virtual play, maybe we can mention
the refund/donation in that email. Erika has a spreadsheet on stripe with who bought
tickets. We can send an email through Konstella to people who bought tickets.
Spring After School activities - They have not cancelled yet. If school goes back, they
will do a shorter session. They offered refunds for those who paid, but it was very few
because the classes has just been posted. The PTO waived the 5% fee for spring.
They are moving forward as if we will be starting in the fall.
6th grade social - We have not cancelled yet. Waiting to see where things end up.
When should we make the decision? Is there a penalty? We should probably keep
waiting for now.
Teacher appreciation week - could we do messages from students? Maybe put
together a video for the teachers? It is May 2 - May 8th.
New Board members - haven’t reached out to new people yet because it has been so
crazy. Would now be a good time? Should we wait a little longer? It might have to
wait for the fall.

